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Why Curate Your Feed? 

When we set up a social media account, we’re put in a ‘stream’ of like-minded individuals, 
with similar opinions and interests. If we’re not careful, this can result in us becoming 
‘polarised’, which means we think everything we post is objectively right and anyone who 
disagrees with us is wrong. In an increasingly global world, it’s important to be exposed to 
lots of different people, with a range of viewpoints.  

Furthermore, evidence shows exposure to a diverse body types improves our own body 
image. We might not be able to control the diet of highly photoshopped and unrealistic 
bodies we tend to be fed by the media and advertising, but we *can* control who is in our 
social media feeds.  

This exercise isn’t just about what we see, it’s also about whether the people we follow make 
us feel positive and inspired. Removing content which has a negative affect on our wellbeing 
is part of ‘digital self-care’ (see www.fixtheglitch.org for more on this). 

 

 

Our online wallpaper should be:  DIVERSE 

      REALISTIC 

      CHALLENGING 

      INSPIRING 

      POSITIVE 

      THOUGHT-PROVOKING 

http://www.fixtheglitch.org/


STEP ONE 

Log into your social media account. Scroll through mindfully, noticing what you see and hear 
and how it makes you feel. 

Note down any thoughts you have.  

STEP TWO 

Unfollow, mute or delete anyone posting content which makes you feel anxious, insecure or 
triggered.  

STEP 3 

Look at your feed again. Does everyone look a certain way? Does everyone have the same 
opinions? Note down what you think your feed needs e.g. ‘a broader range of different body 
types’, ‘more inspirational content that makes me feel motivated’, ‘or some people whose 
political views don’t match my own’. 

STEP 4 

Find two people you think represent a ‘good follow’, because they plug the gaps you have 
identified in your feed above.  

Tip: When looking for people whose political or social opinions are different from you own, 
but who won’t make you feel anxious or triggered, the trick is to establish their motivation. 
Can you see that their motivations for posting are good (i.e. not just posting for 
attention/clicks or from a place of bigotry/prejudice)? Do they have good evidence for what 
they are posting? Are they thoughtful and measured? Are they open to discussion?  

STEP 5 

If you want, you can ask everyone in your class to follow the steps above and note down 
their suggested follows and why they like them. An average class contains 30 pupils, so if 
you pool your role models, there will be 60 for you to choose from in order to diversify your 
feed.  

 

Example Online Role Models 

  
@Jamie_Windust 

Non-binary writer, public speaker and model. 



 

@TheOneArmed Wonder 

Model and disability advocate 

 

@byalexholmes 

Writer and podcaster on men’s mental health. 

 

@BodyPosiPanda 

Author, creator and body positivity campaigner 

 


